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Bill Wolak 

The Wind Smiling 
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Travis Dahlke 

Spoiling the Ceramic Eater 

 It was something like, ‘GLAK GLAK GLAK,’ whispered sharply as if it came 
from some creature you had just accidentally confronted. I guess at the time, I was 
confronting it, and well, it was a creature. 
 This whole thing started when I was leveling a cigar in my after-dark-sweats 
on the front patio. You could say I’ve never really been afraid of being outdoors at 
night. Safety has always hung over Willow Village like a fine quality fleece, covering all 
of the corners with the rest of the world laying in the darkness outside. Lydia, three 
porches down, refers to us living in ‘brick’ units and I have to correct her with 
‘brownstone.’ We have a swimming pool and I’ve been the property manager here for 
over seventeen years, so she can just move right along. 
 Far enough into the woods, enough so you can’t see from the lawn, we keep a 
compost heap. It is where Christmas trees lay scandalously with broken bird feeders 
and where coffee grounds turn to new dirt with the banana peels and egg shells. It’s a 
provisional burial ground for deceased parakeets and pets under eight pounds. The 
resulting mud is mineral rich with low acidity. Everyone is allotted four buckets of soil 
for their gardens, and I know, I just know Marin Alvisio is taking twice that. You 
should see her hydrangeas. Well I notice one day an absence. I’m not sure how long 
I’ve gone not noticing it, but there isn’t a cracked watering can or basket to be found. 
Every ceramic pot has disappeared. The faces of jack-o-lanterns glare back at me 
under rows of chickadees, gossiping as if the little devils saw everything that had 
happened. 
 But there are more pressing things to muse on about than missing trash. I 
must have a stern talk with Mr. DeSanto, five units down. His son had a good look at 
me in my bra while I was just reading my articles and minding my own business. Now 
I’m alright with giving sixteen-year-olds their ‘material,’ but they won’t menace this 
community so carelessly and without fear of their decisions. No one is home when I 
knock on the door, or maybe they’ve just drawn the shades and hid. In any event, I 
take the welcome mat and I leave it in the forest. None of my neighbors brings the 
missing trash up, but I am pleasantly surprised to see a tenant has taken the initiative 
to clean up our community a little. Ever since women started rushing off to work in 
1984, the place of ‘home’ has just failed. And when the home flounders, the whole 
neighborhood goes with it. My suspicions lie with Lydia’s daughter, who visits every 
other week and cleans up around Lydia’s house and makes sure she’s taking her meds 
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and not letting the mail accumulate. This is despite the fact that she is stealing 
newspapers from me. 
 But I’m wrong, because a few days later, I’m raking up grass clippings 
because the goddamn landscapers don’t understand English, and, ‘GLAK GLAK,’ again 
from the edge of the brush. Within seconds, I’m indoors, and that’s the last time I 
ever see that rake. The next morning, it’s gone with the welcome mat.  
 I’ve become that old maid who feeds animals and I chuckle at the prospect. It 
fills me with a warm, golden goo. You are so hungry! I tell Hermes, unsure if he’s 
listening. But at night, I don’t dare leave my lights on. If I can’t see him, then what 
right does he have to see back at me? When I check the dumpsters, all trash seems 
accounted for. Hermes is too scared to come this close. Such a careful thing. That is 
unless he is just a cavity in the ground—a pit that digests whatever is thrown into its 
mouth, casting his voice and sending feelers out for prey.  
 Marin Alvisio speculates that he was born from decades, or perhaps even 
centuries of leaf mold and humus. She tells me this while we drink our Lipton on her 
patio. Marin has severe dementia that comes and goes, and I doubt even she knows 
what she is talking about. I say who knows how long they’ve been harvesting scraps 
here. This parcel of land may have gone all the way back to the early settlers, back 
when there were actual willows that roamed our little cut out slice of a prairie. I 
wouldn't be surprised. Or maybe Hermes was already down there under the ground 
and was simply nurtured by all that rot, only to crawl out of the muck like God's 
jawless fish did however long ago. 
 Things stay quiet until one morning when there’s a call on the answering 
machine from a nice salesman. I hear screaming. True, bloodcurdling screaming. I’m 
bursting across the yard, to find it’s just kids playing near the pool and my heart 
sinks. 
 Won’t eat children, will you? 
 
 I have a key to the Goodwill Donation bin, and I’m hauling things out when 
Mr. DeSanto’s son comes up from behind and frightens the living daylights out of me. 
I tell him the bags are mine and I don’t have to explain myself to a teenage Mexican.  
 “It’s going to bite your hand,” the kid says. I am so taken aback, I recoil and 
drop the overflowing garbage bags and they spill out onto the grass. He says it again in 
a trembling little accent. “Some soil-remoras should not be fed.” 
 “Now you just look. Your dad—soy remorah?” 
 But I start walking back without the bags, and he watches me until I am out 
of his line of vision. I lock the sliding glass and draw the curtain so tightly that the 
seams collapse into each other like giant, wrinkled sheets of skin.  
 The next morning, I gather up all my Tupperware and candles. A framed 
photograph. Throw in a stew of ashtrays and extension cords, peppered by half-empty 
prescription bottles. Feed him everything until my home is nearly bare. I drag some 
broken patio furniture from the storage shed and leave it all in one sacrificial mound. 
There are sunflowers wrapping around the hull of a spotted watermelon, forging with 
a corolla of seeds to resemble a careful eye. But I can also feel Lydia’s daughter 
watching me in her jogging clothes, and she shoots me a half smile, which I don’t 
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return. Just thinking about Hermes meddling around my sacrifice gives me 
gooseflesh—erecting the hairs on my arms until they pounce right out of their pores. 
Lydia’s daughter whispers something into her mother’s ear.  
 In the evening, I have my cigar to chew on. To taste that jolt of raisin and 
peppery leather. I can feel him at the borders of the porch light then. With that meaty 
wrap clamped under my teeth. Pacing around the perimeter, watching each other and 
waiting for one to cross over. I think of that night often. But in the morning, I wake 
up with my head full of nightmares. Young DeSanto roams our lawn with an antique 
rifle from some Spanish civil war that he wishes to prosecute my creature with. I ask 
where his mother is and he points to the tree line but then shifts his finger to point 
towards the brush. 
 When I wake up, the sheets are damp with drool and my heart is engorged 
with blood. Awash with dread until daylight floods Willow Village again. Algae has 
turned the pool a shade of azure. I have to spend the whole afternoon sweeping a net 
through the mire to clean out all the drowned moles and leaves. Dumping bleach in 
until the container is empty.  
 On the cover of my National Enquirer newspaper, there’s a story about grave 
robbers hunting for LSD in the spines of dead people. Selling the bone acid to 
millennials and kids getting off from their grandparents’ marrow. Burt Reynolds is a 
lizard emperor who is dying from scale cancer. There’s a conspiracy about Hood dairy 
products actually being sourced from the breasts of indigenous women in Burma. But I 
don’t like the look of a van in the yard. A stocky man in a jumpsuit hops out, and I 
have to have a talk with him as he’s putzing around my compost pile and wearing 
some kind of gas-pressured reverse vacuum on his back. He says he was hired to 
exterminate the fruit fly hive, and I tell him I didn’t hire anybody and I’ve been the 
property manager here for over seventeen years. This white trash land astronaut says 
this community has been corporately owned for well over a decade and pulls a 
breathing respirator down over his face. Carries on in a muffled voice. Says something 
about there being no property manager or landlord. My fists turn to shaking stones 
and I wait for Hermes to appear and devour this uninvited guest. To seize the man and 
kill him brutally and without compassion. 
 Then months pass with nothing. The DeSanto’s move out without any notice. 
One portrait stays half exhumed in coffee grounds, and the frame has been almost 
entirely gnawed away by my soil-remora. My ceramic eater. Everything else is gone 
with black earth accumulating over my grinning face. Mrs. Alvisio has left a shrine of 
mums and dead hydrangeas, which is very nice of her. She didn’t have to do that. Any 
lingering chickadees have all left, and the jack-o-lanterns, now deflated and bearded 
with mold, have full-blown eco-systems blossoming from their mouths.  
 Sometimes as I lay under the blankets, I’m sure I can hear the ‘GLAK GLAK,’ 
except it is far away. Hermes is devouring someone else’s patio chair wicker. My hands 
permanently hold the perfume of corroded metals. His cry dims more into the distance 
before disappearing completely. New Christmas trees melt with the cornhusks of 
summer. Late at night, I can hear other things, so far off. I will stay. I’ll stay here 
forever in these crumbling bricks.  
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Bill Wolak 

Irresistible Flesh 
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Lucia Pasquale 

Picking Fruit 

As children 
my mother would take us to 
the orchard to pick fruit. 
 
Our chubby, 
child hands would reach 
up into the green, 
 
eager fingers grasping 
for whichever fruit 
was fattest and juiciest. 
 
By nature, mouths water at the thought  
of what is most tender. 
By nature, hands want to grip flesh with weight, 
the kind that pulls back branches near to snap, 
 
Flirting sweetly 
with the tension between 
“give” and “take”. 
 
(All bite, and meat, and thinning skin.) 
 
So it only makes sense 
that we would pine 
for a nectarine gone soft for a bruise. 
 
Why is it then, 
that people talk of bodies 
as if they are afraid of bodies? 
 
As if “sagging” or “round” or “plump” 
could ever be 
a bad thing? 
 
Flesh is what makes us full. 
To ripen is what makes life sweet.  
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Cyan James 

Something Like This Every Night 

Sex orders something on the beach 
Death wants a screwdriver, because he’s never been screwed over 
“Except for that Jesus,” he says. “Except for that Lazarus.  
Maybe a few others.” 
“Beer before liquor,” Sex says, and Death changes his order 
to absinthe, like it’s any better.  
He won’t remember 
Sex says her gravestone will read ‘Rolling in the Hay All Day’ 
“Oh Toots”—Death buys her another round— 
“Evolution ensured you a long time ago. You’re so going 
to outlast me.”  
Sex spits. 
“Evolution. That cad.  
If you kicked the bucket, he’d really be outta business.” 
Sex and Death pinky-swear on partnership.  
They trade cigars, then stub them out, because smoke got in their eyes.  
They stagger home. 
Blam! 
That’s them tripping on the doorsill again. 
Singing some song whose words they can’t recall.  
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Gloria Hernando 

Piña Colada 
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Bill Cushing 

Crazy George 

 I figured I’ve outlived the statute of limitations, so now this story can be told. 
 In 1970, I began at the University of Missouri; it was a short-lived pursuit 
since I flunked out after one semester—largely from having far too much fun while 
not completing the work needed to continue. While most of my peers were embroiled 
in anti-establishment zeal, I wasn’t. I did grow a Fu Manchu but more to look like Joe 
Namath than a revolutionary, and my political beliefs at any given time were usually 
directly proportional to my chances of getting laid.  

One of my close friends (read as “drinking buddy”) was Scott. We shared a 
few classes together although he didn’t see me at many of them. He usually saw me in 
the evening when I would stop by his room to drink along with others in the dorm, 
including Scott’s roommate, George. George was called “Crazy George” and for good 
reason. First of all, he had that slightly crooked smile and shine in the eyes that would 
indicate someone a bit off kilter. Perhaps, like Ted Kozinski after him, he had worked 
too closely with numbers and details as an engineering major and had lost his 
bearings. His behavior added to the reputation. Among other things, he used to make 
money on occasion by pulling a “Cool Hand Luke,” sneaking off during early morning 
hours to dismantle the heads of parking meters, breaking into them, and then cashing 
in the money. He even chose double headed meters and noted the schedule of 
collections so that he could maximize his economic input. Another time, while in the 
dorm lounge, I recall the elevator doors opening, then hearing a strange rolling sound. 
Looking around the corner toward the lobby, here came George, folded up into a 
crouch, riding a shopping cart toward the doors of the cafeteria, screaming like a 
banshee the whole time. 
 At any rate, Crazy George was one of the crowd as we would drink for the 
better part of the evening even though most of the rest of our peers on campus were 
involved in planning the revolution and smoking pot. I guess we were the “old school” 
folks, preferring beer to dope (although we consumed our share of the latter as well). 
We let the other students attend to the protests of the period; we were content to 
attend classes when we felt like it, drink beer all night, and enjoy each other’s 
company. One night, four of us gathered for our ritual imbibing, choosing quart 
bottles on this occasion, probably because of a sale price. The last of our quartet was a 
guy I’d seen but never met before because he was a friend of Crazy George. I don’t 
remember his name. However, during the course of the evening’s buzz, he bragged 
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about how he designed explosives. Probably, like George, he was an engineering 
student. At any rate, we heard him talk about making bombs out of walnut shells, 
toilet paper rolls, even Coca-Cola bottles. Of course, it didn’t take long for one of us, 
after finishing his final swig of Bud, to hold up the empty container and ask, “Could 
ya’ make a bomb out of this?” 
 Of course, the answer was “of course,” and it wasn’t long before we staggered 
down to his room to retrieve his explosives and detonating materials. Within a half-
hour or so, he had completed the task and set the bottled bomb on the table while we 
continued drinking, smoking, and bullshitting. After a midnight run to replenish the 
beer supply, we started discussing the possibility of exploding our newly designed 
incendiary device. The question that remained was where to go to set the thing off and 
enjoy the show. We settled on a state park that was located about seven miles from 
campus. We stumbled down to the parking lot with our beer and our gear, piled 
ourselves into Scott’s car, and cranked up the Chevy to head to the Midwestern testing 
area. 
 The only problem with drunks with bombs is that they usually make bad 
decisions. In this case, the bad decision might have been accidental, but somehow the 
beer-bottle bomb ended up in the lap of Crazy George, who was sitting in the back seat 
behind Scott. Before we were even off campus, George rolled down his window, lit the 
makeshift fuse with the hot end of his cigarette, and howling, heaved the Bud bomb 
out of the car. 
 “What the fuck,” screamed Scott as he slammed on the brakes. We watched 
an instantaneous flower of flame bloom out of the earth where the bottle had landed. 
Before the report of our homemade device finished echoing between the buildings 
surrounding us, Scott had gunned the car down the road, screeching burning rubber as 
we hastened back to the dorm. And though we laughed about it, we also cursed 
George’s idiocy: he had deprived us of a decent viewing of our handiwork. Not to 
mention the problems we’d have had had anyone seen us, especially since we might 
have done some serious damage with the thing. However, we got over it, drank some 
more, and eventually made our ways to our respective beds to sleep off our drunk and 
skip morning classes. 
 I woke up much earlier than planned with my head pounding from the beer 
of the night before. How could I sleep with all the commotion going on around me? 
Bruce, my dorm mate, had several of his friends in and out all morning. I caught 
snatches of conversation concerning the uprising.  

“Should we make banners or signs?” 
“Dunno. What are we protesting?” 

 All I protested was the din of political chatter around me. It figured, I thought 
between stabs of the new day’s light, that these clowns would call a strike, then figure 
out what the cause should be. Finally, I couldn’t ignore the chatter. I got up, showered, 
dressed, and went to get some food. Once outside, the environment was even stranger; 
crowds were gathering in different locations of the university’s quad. Speakers were 
exhorting their brothers and sisters to join them in overthrowing the oppressors. 
Slogan-laden signs were leading parades in all different directions. Apparently, every 
anarchistic or radical element had decided to have a convention on our campus on this 
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particular day.  
Stopping at a local beanery for some tacos and soda, I tried to nurse my head 

and body back to something resembling normal. All the while, I felt like I was at the 
zoo, only the displays were ideologues who couldn’t seem to wait for an outbreak of 
takeovers and protests. I decided to return to the dorm, visit Scott, and try to get a fix 
on the day. Wending my way through the chanting maze of people, I hoped that Scott 
had learned what had happened to cause this sudden explosion of “anti-whatever” 
feeling on the campus.  

I happened to stumble upon a group that contained Bruce, his arm raised in 
the power fist of defiance, his elbow periodically pumping it in the air. 

“Hey, man,” I croaked when I got next to him. “What’s happening?” 
“It’s happening, man. It’s happening.” A grin spread across his face, the 

corners of his mouth seeming to touch the end points of the pork chop sideburns 
descending from wild blond hair. Never had I seen such happiness. He was finally 
having his day in the sun, one of protestation politics. 

“Apparently,” I said, looking around at the fever pitch that was eddying but 
never receding around me from the crowd. Again, I turned to Bruce to repeat the 
question. “But what happened? Exactly.” 

“Didn’t you hear?” He laughed at my ignorance, obviously enjoying the fact 
that his hard drinking classmate had missed the details. “Last night someone threw a 
cocktail at the ROTC building around the corner from the dorms. And now, at last, the 
revolution has come to Missouri.” 

I sighed and began to wonder what idiots had tried to blow up the ROTC 
building, but even as the thought was forming, the realization of reality hit me. 

“Holy shit,” I screamed. 
“Yeah,” Bruce responded, “cool, ain’t it?” 
“Oh, yeah. Cool. Gotta’ split. See ya.” 
I couldn’t run back to the dorm fast enough. Scott, too, had heard the news 

and was fuming. 
“That ever-lovin’ asshole George,” he kept saying while pacing the floor. 

“He’s fucked us for sure this time. Of all the places to lob that thing, he has to hit the 
fuckin’ ROTC building. Damnitall, what do we do?” 

Scott lit a new cigarette off the half-smoked one and continued, “That 
building’s federal; they’re gonna call in the FBI on this one. That’s real time. Shit. 
What do we do? Maybe I can call my girlfriend’s dad; he’s a good lawyer. We gotta 
figure this out before the shit hits the fan. Damn, damn, damn.” 

And that was pretty much the rest of our day as well as a good part of our 
semester. Every time there was an unexpected phone call or a summons from an RA, 
we were sure that we’d been busted. It didn’t suppress our drinking habits any but 
certainly made us pretty paranoid. Of course, drinking with George around was pretty 
much out of the question. Even after I departed the campus after flunking out, that 
hazy memory nagged me, especially when I ended up in the Navy and had to be 
fingerprinted for security clearances. 

However, for whatever reason, and even though there had been an 
investigation into the incident, I never personally heard anymore about it. Perhaps the 
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evidence was destroyed in the blast; perhaps they just didn’t try too hard since no real 
damage had been done. After all, the explosion occurred on the lawn rather than in or 
even really near the building. 

Whatever the reason, I survived. 
So now, I feel free to share the story, and the reason for doing so is simply 

that I can’t resist a smile once in awhile at the thought that the day the revolution 
came to the University of Missouri, it happened because four hedonistic drunks with 
no particular beliefs whatsoever wanted to watch a big bang. 
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Gloria Hernando 

Wild West 
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Betty Stanton 

Wendy Darling and Juliet 

Pins prick the soles of our feet, shadows string together to sew us to earth wet with 
rivers of our blood — When we are drawn up over soot covered chimneys, purple 
Jacaranda lining bricked streets, their thick honey scenting the air, we are stretched 
like sticky carnival taffy, pulled thin and sick we shed our clothes and leave the husks 
of our pale, thick bodies. We have always wanted to be boys, tricked with two pilgrim 
hands meeting as if lips and fingers should ever meet in slick kisses, should ever be 
monks forgetting vows — In our new skin we skip the third star, pick something in 
the cold distance that is new and ours, we dream pirates and adventures and natives 
and of becoming fathers before we are ready. Sick in bodies we can never own we slay 
monsters, fly with pixies, we feed on nightmares: Peter dances in the sand with a 
strange girl with flat slick hair and an ugly dress, Romeo scales a courtyard wall to her 
bedroom window and the lick of his tongue steals her breath, my child is a stranger in 
the world, Hook says, voice thick as he gives us back to the stars — At his heel the 
crocodile maw gapes with seventy two teeth aching, quick to tear flesh from bone, to 
swallow large chunks of the girls we used to be. 
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W. Jack Savage 

The Anguish of Others 
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Matthew Burns 

Heroin Sonnet 

“Mom accused of injecting daughter with heroin…” 
—Reading (PA) Eagle 

 
Dear child, little petal of my flower, I do not know 
If life is anything more than this: a dream 
Awake but not.  Trust me.  In the white cut of day, a seam 
Cut through our lives—yours and mine—this can show 
Every little flaw in what everyone calls living. 
Tonight, when I hold your fist and place the needle to 
Your arm left trembling under the touch of my fingers gone blue, 
Left blunt and swollen with—trust me—the want of giving, 
 
My love—only love, trust me—will unfurl like flowers and grace. 
Or, if not grace, then something you have never touched: 
Rest and peace and calm: white petals: the hushed 
Pleasure of stupor, of daze. Trust me. This is the pure base 
Hidden under everything you know. Somewhere interred beneath, 
Inside your wild, flowering mind, I know this white truth hides 
Nascent, like blossom and proliferation—roots of every lie, 
Every dream: alive. A rest, some peace. Trust me. Trust me. Trust me. 
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Erin Slaughter 

Blessing 

Early that day the weather turned, and something in my lungs was like the 
snow outside melting into dirty water, like rain pooling in a garden bed.  

Peter was calling my name from the other room, but my lungs were all damp 
earth, all burial. And I very well couldn’t say: my chest is a grave, not to Peter, my 
sweet, gorgeous Peter who radiated supernova light, so I lay in bed and waited for 
something to happen or cease. Outside: a final gasp of frozen air swept through 
Chattanooga.  

Peter—his sandy hair mussed, his eyes arctic under furrowed brows—
entered and gouged the siren child from its cradle on the other side of the bedroom. 
Peter wrapped him up in azure wool and whispered, Isaac, my Isaac, it’s alright 
sweetest, while the baby continued bleating out raw shrieks, my husband’s voice a 
hopeful prayer to a tiny, belligerent god.  

Once the room quieted and darkened to some hue between sleep and 
wakefulness, I heard Peter say: Kristin, you can’t just let him cry like that. In his voice 
was fear and love, which I’ve learned are the same things in different clothes.  

I meant to nod, but in half-sleep I’m unsure that my body followed. 
Babies are helpless. If we don’t care for them, they suffer. 
My hair was matted to my forehead and my scalp itched; I hadn’t showered 

in a little less than a week. My skin burned, and between my legs, blood and more 
than blood seeped into the sheets, sticking to my thighs. I imagined my limbs as 
pillars of salt, dissipating in the wind and scattering through the fingers of trees and 
ghosting across car windshields. I imagined my torso as an apple core being carried 
away on the backs of ants, piece by precious piece.  

This child’s a blessing, he said.  
 I wasn’t sure who he was talking to.  

Meanwhile, church still had to be held every Sunday, and the youth group 
met every Wednesday night. Sunday service was like the Grammys or Election Day for 
Peter, but on Wednesdays, he wore jeans. I stayed at home because my smile was not 
yet convincing enough, just a weak baring of teeth, the muscles in my face as 
stretched and disassociated as the rest of me. Sometimes I stood up or washed the 
dishes or changed the child’s diaper, and elsewhere Peter shook people’s hands and 
they smiled at him and he smiled back. He brought home leftover bagels and news 
that everyone understood my absence, that everyone was praying for my recovery. I 
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imagined many voices in the night saying my name in rooms I had never been in, 
people sitting among different furniture and smells, people wishing something for me 
they did not understand. 

Peter slept on the couch for four days after I gave birth and I didn’t blame 
him. What was once our bed became an open, oozing grave. Peter poured powdery 
formula into bottles. Peter picked up soiled clothes from the floor—mine and the 
child’s. He didn’t move the bassinet into the living room, and I suspected that was 
because it would afford me too much freedom. Peter was kind and good but he was a 
preacher and he knew what duty was, what love was. How they are the same things 
chained to a fence inside our chests.  

On the fifth day, he suggested: Why don’t you hold Isaac? I was talking to 
Sandra Brown after service this past week and she said you need the hormones, the, 
uh, oxytocin and estrogen. And since you’re not breastfeeding. 

I’m tired, I said. I’m going to take a nap. 
You could put Isaac down with you. It’s not dangerous like people say. 
I have a headache, I said. 
He felt my forehead like I was asking to stay home from school. He gently 

cupped my cheek into his palm and looked at me with such worry, and that very 
second, there was an overwhelming tangle of dread and affection and hopeless selfish 
want coursing through me like a sky unfurled. I wanted nothing more than for us to 
be alone again, to live together and love each other with bare feet and crumbs of 
breakfast muffins. Even in the early days, when it was fighting and the water shut off. 
I wanted desperately to say: oh god, what have we done, let’s run away, back to before 
this mess, this terrible mistake. But even thinking it poisoned my hopeless love with 
panic, and if I said it out loud, I knew Peter would never forgive me.  

I kissed his wrist. His eyes softened into pools of molten blue. 
 As I turned to leave the room, he said: God has a plan, He only asks that we 
trust in Him, and without meaning to, I began to walk away faster.  
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Gloria Hernando 

Painting the Roses Red 
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Richard Widerkehr 

Blue Maraca 

 1. 
Not a stone, not a rope, 
but a musical note, all notes,  
Mother—the first, the last  
song we sang. 
 
 2. 
It beat time 
on a beach south of Cancun 
by a lime-green sea. 
Linda bought it for you. 
 
 3. 
Music can be  
a blue maraca, 
if it wants to 
shimmy its hips. 
 
 4. 
Sure, death can shake  
its rattle with a bony hand, 
the same hand 
you pointed at me. 
  
 5. 
It can’t be black or white. 
It’s blue, the way the sea 
turned darker, blue  
darkening, farther out. 
 
 6. 
Can it float?  Your blue 
maraca might slip  
away, not even  
the rasp of your breath. 
  
 7. 
What’s around it? 

Some books on Linda’s 
cedar chest.  At night  
it dreams—an old crone’s  
fingers, her plainsong—a girl  
from Yonkers, her patois. 
 
 8. 
Blue maraca, blue maraca, 
why do I...? 
 
 9. 
What song beat inside  
you before the craftsman 
took you for his gourd? 
What does the word 
guerdon mean?   
    
 10. 
I pick up your blue maraca, 
and we glide  
by that lime-green sea,  
arms outspread. 
 
 11. 
What sound?  No rattle, 
no rictus—but joy,  
joyous laughter, a salt shaker 
released, salt laughing. 
  
 12. 
This blue maraca, 
made of lacquered wood— 
you shook it like a question 
with your one good hand:   
Where did the air  
go when you went? 
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Victor Clevenger 

Drying Out 

Forty-six days ago things were alive  
and beautiful.  Fish swam like fish;  
frogs croaked like frogs do, but forty- 
six days of drying and dying, and the  
fish just don't swim anymore, and the  
frogs don't croak quite the same. 
 
Window-sash-cracked-open-air isn't  
even enough to stir about a good finger  
job as I suffer with her heavy legs  
draped over mine.  Heat-induced  
lightning has become soft foreplay—it's  
a rough colored golden flicker  
 
somewhere between the skin tone of a  
pumpkin, and a thin slice of cheddar. 
"Just get up!" I tell her, "I think that  
tonight is the night."  And after an hour  
of sitting on the dirty front steps as the  
lightning dance battled with sharp points  
 
through the clouds, nothing gave.  "I'm  
going inside," I tell her, "I'm going to sit  
naked, and fan myself off with a magazine." 
I strip down, and I work a two-month old  
Redbook the best that I can, and she lies  
beside me stretched marvelously, sucking  
 
wetness from a glass with a straw—dry, 
hot, teased, and damned.  "I think only  
the long bearded man who sells the snow  
cones on the street corner loves droughts  
like this," I tell her.  And she agrees. 
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Bill Wolak 

Dreaming From Behind 
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Gloria Hernando 

Fan Favorite 
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Breland Wooten 

Star 

Rachel sat at her desk and tried to convince herself it was only heartburn, but 
the tingling in her left arm didn’t go away. The pain in her chest intensified while her 
phone buzzed with a call from her son. This can’t be happening. At thirty-seven, she 
was the youngest executive at the law firm. She had a loving husband, two kids in high 
school, and she finally finished paying off her student loans.  
 She reached for her office phone to call for help but fell over at her desk. By 
the time the ambulance got there, it was no use.   
 She awoke to a bright light, and after several seconds of rubbing her eyes, she 
was able to see again. She was lying on her childhood bed, and the smell of her 
grandmother’s pancakes was in the air. Sitting up, she recognized her room, the same 
room she had her first kiss in; his name was Danny, and she was thirteen. They had 
moved a year later, but she always thought of this place when she thought of home.  
 A gentle knock on the door startled her back to reality. She watched as the 
door slowly opened. Rachel wanted to be afraid, but there was something about the 
room that kept her safe. Her eyes bulged when she saw a man enter the room. He was 
over six feet tall and had long auburn hair, deep blue eyes, and a narrow waist.   
 “Hello, Rachel,” he said. His voice was a deep baritone and Rachel could hear 
music in his words. 
 “How do you know my name?”  
 “I’ve known you your whole life,” he said.  
 “Who are you? Where am I? How did I get here?” 
 “Slow down.” He smiled. “We have plenty of time to answer your questions. 
But first, come and eat.” He offered out his hand to her and together they walked into 
the kitchen. Everything looked just as she remembered it, even the tear in the 
wallpaper where she threw a dish at her brother for mocking her.  
 Without a word, she sat in the chair that had belonged to her, closest to the 
living room and farthest away from her brat of a kid brother. The attractive man 
brought her a plate of pancakes and a Nu-Grape soda, her favorite as a child.  
 “Are you not having any?” she asked when he sat down beside her.   
 “I made them just for you.”  
 The morning sun was coming through the window as she ate in silence. She 
burped after taking a big drink of the soda and blushed at what she had done. The 
man only smiled at her, picked up her dirty dishes, and carried them to the sink. As he 
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was washing her plate, she came in behind him. 
 “How did I get here?” she repeated.  
 “You already know the answer to that, Rachel.” 
 “I died, didn’t I?” 
 “Yes.” 
 “What is this place?” 
 “It’s a place I created for you. It’s your memories, combined with how you 
saw the world at the time you were most happy.”  
 “This is where I was most happy?” she asked.  
 “Do you doubt me?” 
 “No, just a little surprised. But now that I’m back here, it feels right.”  
 The man handed the clean plate to Rachel and she put it back in the 
cupboard right where it belonged. The kitchen smelled of her mother, it always did. 
Her mother had died of a bad heart a few years earlier. It was now no surprise to 
Rachel that it had happened to her. So many times she told herself she needed to get a 
check-up, but there was never enough time.  
 “Can I see my mother?”  
 “I’m very sorry, Rachel, but it doesn’t work like that.”  
 “How does it work?” she asked.  
 “Those answers can wait until later. It’s important to me that you enjoy this 
day.”  
 “This day?” she repeated. “What happens after today?” 
 “Let’s go outside to your swing.” 
 They exited the house out the kitchen door, which led directly to the back 
yard. The grass had been freshly mowed and, mixed with the scent of honeysuckle, 
made her feel like a kid again. She forgot her question and spun around with her arms 
outstretched and her eyes closed tightly. When she stopped, she was facing the swing 
her dad had made. It was only a sanded piece of treated cider with a hole cut out in 
the middle for the rope, but it was hers.  
 “Push me,” she called over to the man. He came behind her, placed his hands 
on her shoulders, and pushed. She kicked her legs out and arched her head back so she 
could see him upside down. He reminded her of her dad.  
 It was getting close to noon when she asked her questions again.    
 “Are you an angel?” she said.  
 “Yes,” was all he responded.  
 After a lunch of peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, they went for a walk 
around the neighborhood. Rachel could hear the sounds of the community but never 
saw another person. She swore she heard cranky old Mr. Johnson yelling at kids to 
‘stay off the lawn,’ but she couldn’t see him. 
 “I had a dog when I lived here.” 
 “Lucky.” 
 “Yes, that was his name. Lucky. Where is he?” 
 “Animals don’t come here,” he said.  
 “Will I ever see anyone I knew when I was alive?” 
 “What is this place up here?” he asked.  
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 Looking up, Rachel saw the trail that led up to the water tower. It was a 
known make-out spot for teens. She grabbed his hand and tugged him along. Under 
the tower, it looked like kids had just left. There were soda bottles, a few empty beer 
cans, and the columns that supported the tower were covered in graffiti.  
 “Look over here,” she said and pointed to a spot on the column. Danny loves 
Rachel. She traced the words with her finger as if she were reading braille. The words 
were sloppy and the paint had chipped a bit, but it didn’t matter. 
 “Can we stay here a while longer?” 
 “Of course.”  
 “Danny was my first boyfriend. The first boy I ever loved, actually. They say 
you never forget your first love. We were going to run away and get married. He was 
going to be an airplane pilot, and I was going to be a congresswoman slash housewife.”  
 “You came close to being a congresswoman, and you were a great mother and 
wife.” 
 “Will I get to see my kids again?” 
 “Are you ready to head back home now?” 
 “Please, don’t avoid this one. Please tell me. Will I get to see my children 
again?” 
 “No,” he said and lowered his head.  
 “Why not? I thought you were an angel.” 
 “I am an angel. I was the first angel,” he said.  
 Rachel stared at him a moment with confusion in her eyes.  
 “Let’s get you back home.” 
 The trip back to the house was less joyful. They walked in silence, but he kept 
looking at her. She kept her head down, watching her steps, knowing where they were 
leading. The porch was made of cement and was knee level. They sat on the porch with 
their feet touching the ground. By the look of the sun, it was late afternoon.  
 Rachel’s mouth started to tremble when she spoke.  
 “Wasn’t the first angel cast out? Are you Satan?” 
 “Yes, but I prefer the name Morning Star, or just Star for short.”  
 Rachel tried to speak, but the words wouldn’t come out. The safe feeling she 
once had was now gone. Her stomach began to twist into knots and she felt like she 
was going to vomit. Star knew all the questions she wanted to ask; he also knew it 
would take forever for her to find the courage to ask them.  
 “I built this place for you. I build places like this for everyone. When He cast 
me out, it wasn’t to punish me. He put me in charge of Hell. No, there is no lake of 
fire, no burning, and no pain. Well, no physical pain. The suffering of Hell is living 
forever and never being able to see the ones you love.” 
 “But . . . but . . .” she began. 
 “You don’t belong here,” he interrupted. “It’s not my rules. I know you were a 
good person. You never cheated, never told hurtful lies, never hurt anyone. You were a 
good person.” 
 “So why am I here,” she said, finally catching her voice. “Is it because I didn’t 
go to church?” 
 “No, actually most of the people I see went to church every Sunday.” 
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 “Then why?” 
 “You didn’t follow the rules. In short, you didn’t ask for forgiveness.”  
 “But I died so young, I didn’t know . . .” she said, then stopped. “I guess 
that’s the point, right?” 
 “Right, you never know when death will come.” 
 The next hour was spent in silence. They stayed on the porch together. She 
leaned over and rested her head on his shoulder for much of the time. 
 “You don’t seem evil.” 
 “I get that a lot,” he said. “I’m not evil. Do you remember the time you 
worked at McDonald’s for two months?” 
 “Yes, worst two months of my life. The manager was a jerk-bag know-it-
all.” 
 “Exactly, that’s how I felt about Him during the uprising. I believed I could 
run things better than Him, so I tried to overthrow him.” 
 “Why?” 
 “Well, because of you, actually.” 
 “Me?” 
 “Not just you but all of humanity. I believed every person should get into 
heaven without asking for forgiveness. I thought it was His ego that wanted you to 
bow down to him, so I went to war for you.”  
 “But you’re right, aren’t you?” 
 “No, I was wrong. But He forgave me.” 
 “If he forgave you, why are you in Hell?” 
 “You never forget your first true love. God saw in me my love for humanity. 
He saw the world I would make for the fallen humans, a world of pain but not a world 
of torture. I never like getting good people here, but it’s my job. If it wasn’t me, it 
would be another angel, maybe one who is jealous of how much He loves you. He 
offered me my place back at his side many centuries ago, but my place is here.” 
 The sun was setting when they went inside. He made her a dinner of 
favorites: steak, mashed potatoes, green beans, corn on the cob, and strawberry pie for 
desert. They ate together this time, side by side. When dinner was over, they washed 
the dishes together.  
 “What happens now?” she asked.  
 “I will stay with you until you fall asleep. When you awake in the morning, 
you will be alone.” 
 “Will you hold me till I fall asleep?” 
 “Yes.”   
 They went to her bedroom and lay down together. He wrapped his arms 
around her and pulled her in close. He could feel her tears trickling down to his arm.   
 “Can I ask you something?” she said.  
 “Anything.” 
 “Has anyone ever gotten to leave Hell?” 
 He hesitated for a moment. Many people had asked that very question. In 
fact, all of them had. He always gave them the short answer. No.  
 “No,” he said. “But,” he continued, “That doesn’t mean it can’t be done.” 
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 Rachel started to turn around and ask him more, but he simply shushed her 
and held her tight. They stayed like that until she drifted off to sleep.  
 She awoke the next morning and reached for her alarm clock. She 
remembered her dad making her use one of the wind-up ones with bells on top. It was 
the only one that would wake her. She extended her hand out from under the covers to 
shut it off but couldn’t seem to reach it.  Something wasn’t right. There was something 
holding her down. Her bed didn’t feel soft anymore. The alarm clock stopped buzzing 
but was replaced by a beeping sound.  
 “She’s back,” she heard someone say.   

Who’s back, she thought. 
 “Mrs. Johnson, can you hear me?” 
 She only nodded. 
 “Can you open your eyes?” 
 She opened her eyes slowly, the bright light hurt. She looked around and saw 
two young men wearing uniforms, and she felt like she was moving.  
 “Mrs. Johnson, you’ve had a heart attack. We are taking you to the hospital. 
Your family has been notified and will meet us there. Nod your head if you understand 
me.” 
 Rachel nodded her head. 
 “It’s good to have you back, Mrs. Johnson,” the other paramedic said. “For a 
second I thought we had lost you.”  
 She smiled weakly and looked over at the young man. A glimmer of light 
caught her eye and she noticed his golden name badge reflecting the sunlight. She 
squinted her eyes so she could know the name of her savior. The badge read simply: 
Star. 
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